IT'S IN NOTTINGHAM MAIN FESTIVAL STAGES

FAMILY FUN

Family entertainment & activities including aerialist displays, dhol & samba drummer performances.

10.30am, 11.15am, 11.00pm, 2.40pm and 4pm

PAW PATROL’S MARSHALL

In Nottingham on free & medici duces, the invacable Dalmian will stop by to meet the little ones.

Events below run between 10.30am – 4.30pm*

DISNEY’S ELSA & BELLE

Bring a touch of sparkle to the occasion with appearances & activities throughout the day.

FOOTBALL, JUGGLER, CHARLOTTE LADE

One of the world’s finest female freestyle footballers will be around teaching tricks and turns.

NATIONAL VIDEOGAME ARCADE

Joust tournament

Compete to be named the greatest knight in all the realms in a national video game arcade.

BRINGING BACK THE HISTORICAL GREAT CITY OF NOTTINGHAM TO LIFE,...
FESTIVAL MAIN STAGES
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FRINGE EVENTS

DELILAH FINE FOOD, SAMPLING EVENT
Victoria Street

THE WORM THAT TURNED
RE-IMAGINE YOUR OUTDOOR SPACE
Derby Road

COCK AND HOOP, BEER & BBQ EVENT
High Pavement

DEBBIE BRYAN, CRAFT TEA!
St Mary's Gate

THE TREAT KITCHEN, GREAT
RADIONACTIVE SOURS TASTING DAY
Wheeler Gate

GRAY & BULL, STYLING EVENT
PHELHAM STREET

BODEGA NOTTINGHAM, DJ SHOWCASE
PHELHAM STREET

YE OLDE SALUTATION INN, CAVE TOUR
Hounds Gate

THE BEAD SHOP, MAKE & TAKE WORKSHOP
Market Street

STREET PARTIES
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SEE OVER FOR DETAILS & TIMINGS. FOR MORE FESTIVAL INFORMATION VISIT:
ITSINNOTTINGHAM.COM/FESTIVAL